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Abstract 
 

 

Described as ‘unapologetically un-PC’ and ‘low-brow entertainment’, World 

Wrestling Entertainment has been the pinnacle of professional wrestling for over 

five decades.  This case study explores the organization through its history of 

brand problems and challenges and how it championed those situations through 

remaining fluid, knowing its niche and consumer base and going to where their 

customers are nesting. 
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Company Profile 

World Wresting Entertainment (WWE) is a publicly traded corporation that 

has built a billion dollar business on the auspice of sport entertainment.  WWE 

began in controversy in the early 1960’s when it divided from the National 

Wrestling Alliance (NWA) to form its own brand under the ownership of Vincent 

McMahon, Sr. and Joseph Mondt (Cawthorn, 2013).  Known at the time as the 

World Wide Wrestling Federation (WWWF), the company was doing monthly 

promotions across the United States and found fans at large venues, including 

Madison Square Gardens.  However, it was not until 1970, when the WWWF 

received a television deal to broadcast the nationally syndicated Championship 

Wrestling show that they started to see sell out crowds (Shields & Sullivan, 

2009). 

 While the upstart to the company found regional promotions and 

reached high success in the 1970’s through television syndication, it was not until 

what has been coined as the ‘golden age’ of professional wrestling (1980-1995), 

that the organization, now known as the World Wrestling Federation (WWF), 

became a sport entertainment powerhouse (Dilbert, 2012).  The company, 

purchased by McMahon’s son, Vince McMahon, Jr., in 1982, was soon to 

become a national conglomerate through the use of dynamic personalities such 

as Hulk Hogan, Rowdy Roddy Piper, Andre the Giant, Randy “Macho Man” 

Savage, Jake “The Snake” Roberts, The Hart Foundation, etc. (Cawthorn, 2013).  

Erected on the stardom that came with Hulk Hogan, “Vince McMahon built the 

WrestleMania franchise in 1985… [and] WWE grew into a financial behemoth by 
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making wrestling cool and appealing to a wider audience” (Dilbert, 2012, para. 1).  

Pay-per-view events, clothing and toy products, television series, and a well 

publicized grudge battle for fans with the World Championship Wrestling, Inc. 

(WCW), owned by media mogul Ted Turner, made the WWF’s invasion of 

professional wrestling during this era a force to be reckoned with. 

The mid-1990’s through the early part of the 2000’s brought a dark light on 

the WWF.  Allegations of drug use amongst the personalities, lawsuits for sexual 

harassment, a lawsuit from the World Wildlife Fund that resulted in the 

organization’s name change to World Wrestling Entertainment (WWE), as well as 

the loss of many stars to the WCW caused the organization to reevaluate their 

business model.  In a move that was termed an “invasion,” the WWE rolled a 

reimagined business and branding plan into action when it purchased the WCW 

for a bargain of $5 Million (“WWF Buys,” 2001).  “ Nobody will ever forget the 

date, March 26. 2001…the wrestling business was never going to be the same 

again” (Watry, 2012, para.1).   

The purchase of the WCW propelled McMahon and the WWE into a total 

rebranding effort to not only bring the organization out of the drug and lawsuit 

plagued mid 1990’s, but also to extend their brand beyond the 18-35 year old, 

predominantly male market on which they typically focused, to the women and 

children that made up almost 60% of their audience by 2011 (Adler, 2011).  At 

present, the WWE reaches nearly 15 million viewers in the United States alone, 

with over 78% of their viewers classified as under 21 years of age (WWE, n.d.). 
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Business Situation 

 While the WWE can be viewed as a very successful organization, it 

has had more than its share of brand problems and challenges.  Drug abuse 

amongst its personalities, deaths of athletes, and lawsuits for sexual harassment 

and copyright infringement all forced McMahon and the company to reevaluate 

the way in which they did business. 

While the knowledge that drugs had been a part of professional wrestling 

for decades, it was the untimely death of wrestler Eddie Guerrero on November 

13, 2005 that would bring worldwide focus on how truly big that problem was.  

The start of what would be coined the “death boom of the mid 2000’s” (Herbert, 

2013, para. 3), Guerrero’s death signified the beginning of a drug scandal in the 

WWE that had the potential to rock the organization to its foundation.  While his 

death was ruled as a massive heart attack, reports from the subsequent autopsy 

found it to ultimately be the result of long-term anabolic steroid drug abuse 

(Beaston, 2013).  WWE issued a new wellness policy two weeks after Guerrero’s 

death that would include base-line drug testing for all employees, including 

wrestlers.  “The program officially launched on February 27, 2006…186 tests 

were administered and 75 people tested positive” (Bixenspan, 2011. para. 7).  

While there were numerous personalities suspended due to positive results, the 

media and fans remained cynical of the effects that the wellness policy would 

have on future use. 

While Guerrero’s death may have brought to light the heavy use of drugs 

in professional wrestling, specifically the WWE, the blackest moment for the 
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organization came on June 25, 2007 when the suicide death of wrestler Chris 

Benoit, and the fact that he had murdered his wife and son, hit media outlets.  

When the tragedy broke, McMahon and the WWE pulled their regular 

programming scheduled for that night.   

WWE instead aired a tribute to Benoit and his career, as it had done for 

other wrestlers who died while on its roster. The memorial included 

statements from the owner, WWE Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 

Vince McMahon, and other wrestling superstars highlighting Benoit’s 

career and positive personal qualities. McMahon eulogized Benoit as “one 

of the greatest WWE superstars of all time” and tributes were posted on 

WWE’s Web site (Watson & Williams, 2011, p.99). 

According to Watson and Williams (2011), less than 24 hours later, with the 

knowledge that the tragedy was a murder-suicide a result of “roid rage,” the spots 

were pulled from their website and the rhetoric used by the organization, 

specifically McMahon, had drastically changed.  Following Benoit’s death, 

Congress began to investigate and question the WWE’s drug policies and testing 

procedures.  While “the WWE is immediate in noting that only five contracted 

wrestlers have died on their watch” (Lee & Bernthal, 2010, p. 296), as they are 

the most recognized entity in professional wrestling, they also draw the most fire. 

 While the drug induced deaths of some of its most prominent personalities 

have caused significant negative media for the WWE, sexual harassment and 

copyright infringement lawsuits continue to take a toll as well.  From allegations 

by both female and male employees that they were sexually harassed, to 
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copyright infringement claims on the entrance music used by the wrestlers, the 

organization has been embroiled in legal situations for over two decades.  In 

1992, the WWF receive its first sexual harassment claim from Tom Cole, a male 

ringside attendant.  According to the claims, Cole was harassed by three other 

employees, two of who were considered superstars in the organization 

(“WWE/TNA,” 2011).  The case was later settled out of court.  Over the next two 

decades, WWE, and McMahon personally, would find themselves as the 

defendants in numerous suits, the most recent and prolific involving Sable, a 

WWE Diva personality.  Rena Lesnar, known as Sable to WWE fans, abruptly left 

the organization in 1999 and filed a $110 million lawsuit alleging sexual 

harassment and unsafe working conditions (Byrne, 1999).  As with prior lawsuits, 

the organization settled the suit out of court.   

 Beyond sexual harassment lawsuits, the organization now also faces 

copyright infringement allegations by an individual who purports “the WWE had 

misappropriated his songs, caused royalties to be misdirected and interfered with 

a video game deal” (Gardner, 2013, para.1).  While the case is currently in 

discovery, Gardner (2013) states that as a US District judge has already found 

significant cause to warrant trial, the case is likely to either quickly be settled out 

of court or result in a summary judgment for the plaintiff. 

 

Branding Strategy 

 Lee and Bernthal (2010) describe the WWE as “unapologetically un-PC” 

(p. 297).  This organizational attitude, fostered and promoted by McMahon, is the 
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resounding premise behind all of their marketing and branding strategies.  

Regardless of the fact that they have, in recent years, sought to capture the 

female and youth audiences, they are unequivocal in their risk-taking methods of 

branding and promotion.   While there competitors in the 1990’s were trying to be 

more family-friendly in their entertainment, the WWE continued to give their fans 

sex, violence and the language that they had come to associate with the brand. 

 While it would be easy to try to brush aside professional wrestling as just 

some gimmicky side attraction or fad not to be taken seriously or studied 

by other marketers, the WWE brand has been rock solid for nearly twenty 

years now.  In fact, it is easily the most loyal and devoted fan base of any 

major entertainment brand (Ragas & Bueno, 2011, p.38). 

In light of their acquisition of the WCW in 2001, WWE underwent a 

massive brand extension in 2002.  The purchase of WCW posed a significant 

problem in that there were too many wrestling personalities to house under one 

brand.  “In response, WWE reformulated their brand to better serve the market 

and provide itself with increased business opportunities” (Lee & Bernthal, 2010, 

p. 292). This rebranding effort resulted in a split of its oversized roster.  Half of 

the stars moved to Raw and the other half to Smackdown.  Pay-per-view events 

were split between the brands, with the WWE running each as its own company 

(“WWE News,” 2013).  The two brands would meet up in combined competitions 

(WrestleMania, SummerSlam, Survivor Series and Royal Rumble) four times 

each year, as a way to combine star power for the shows.   
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While this effort was tremendous in allowing the company to showcase the 

stars personalities for almost a decade, “over the last few years the WWE has 

made a habit of blurring the line between RAW and SmackDown, [and] the 

constant stream of superstars appearing on both shows has cheapened the 

extension” (Nicolaides, 2011, para.12).  According to Stephanie McMahon 

(“WWE News, 2013), daughter to WWE CEO Vince McMahon and the 

organization’s Executive Vice President, a decision was made to end the brand 

separation in 2013 due to social and digital media allowing the company to 

expand their stories 24/7 through online platforms instead of over separate 

brands.   

 In 2011, McMahon announced a further rebranding of his organization 

through a moniker change and how the company referenced its personalities. 

Wrestlers would, in the future, be referred to as sports entertainers instead, and 

the company would no longer be referred to as World Wrestling Entertainment, 

but rather as simply WWE (Adler, 2011).  This rebranding effort also included the 

acquisition of media outlets, as well as the creation of the WWE Network.  

McMahon, during the 2011 announcement of the rebranding efforts, went so far 

as to promise that WWE would be “Bigger. Badder. Better” (as cited in Terry, 

2011, para.1).   

 Throughout all of WWE’s brand expansions and rebranding efforts over 

the past couple of decades, one aspect of the organization’s brand has remained 

the same: the merchandise available to fans.  “WWE is the dominant brand in 

professional wrestling…[and] has leveraged the brand across a wide array of 
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consumer products, ranging from children’s toys to movies to best-selling books” 

(Bernthal & Lee, 2010, p. 313), and the organization has championed capitalizing 

on the product-based subculture that is their fans (Deeter-Schmelz & Sojka, 

2004).  According to WWE.com (“Company Overview”, n.d.), WWE licensed 

products are available in major retailers such as Wal-Mart, Kmart, Target, 

GameStop, etc. and result in over $72 million dollars in revenue annually.   

 Whereas prior brand strategies within the WWE used cross over Pay-Per-

View and televised events to keep fan interest, today’s efforts are focusing more 

on transmedia storytelling via digital and social media to carry those stories 

forward.  Jenkins, Purushotma, Clinton, Weigel & Robison (2006) define 

transmedia storytelling as significant stories that flow across multiple media 

platforms.  

We now live in a moment where every story, image, brand, and 

relationship plays itself out across the maximum number of media 

platforms, shaped top down by decisions made in corporate boardrooms 

and bottom up by decisions made in teenagers’ bedrooms. The 

concentrated ownership of media conglomerates increases the desirability 

of properties that can exploit “synergies” among different parts of the 

medium system and “maximize touch points” with different niches of 

audiences. The result has been a push toward franchise-building in 

general and transmedia entertainment in particular (Jenkins, 2013, 

Transmedia section, para. 1). 
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Today, the WWE uses weekly televised shows to visually and audibly develop 

the consumers’ interest into a storyline, and then further develops the story 

through real-time updates on social media channels such as Facebook, Twitter 

and YouTube.  WWE uses their social media accounts to not only further their 

one brand recognition, but also that of their superstars (Swallow, 2011).   

 

Results 

 The 2002 brand extension created by the WWE to split into Raw and 

Smackdown as their primary brands may no longer be needed, but at the time, 

the decision was paramount to help the organization deal with a roster that far 

exceeded their capabilities to move forward.  It allowed the company to promote 

more storylines and stars than the standard efforts (“WWE News, 2013).  

However, with four weekly shows, webcasts, social media and Pay-Per-View 

events hosting crossover characters, the need for the split is simply no longer 

needed and will be dissolved at the end of 2013 (Nicolaides, 2011). 

 While it may still be too early to tell whether or not the 2011 rebranding 

efforts of WWE are in fact bigger, badder or better, the company’s stocks did rise 

following the announcement (“WWE’s Dividend,” 2011) showcasing at least 

support amongst its holders in the efforts.   

 WWE’s best effort to rebrand themselves has come in recent years 

through the use of transmedia storytelling.  Swallow (2011) notes “the WWE 

digital strategy team takes a strong stance that it's important to go where "people 

are nesting," instead of spending marketing dollars to cajole them to consume 
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branded content within the confines of the WWE website” (Learning From 

section, para. 5).  On September 23, 2013, the WWE announced that it had 

reached over 200 million followers through their social media channels, and that  

“WWE’s social media following has grown 70% in 12 months, and is ranked by 

Klout as one of the most influential brands in all of social media” (Clayton, 2013).  

Consumers can follow storylines and their favorite personalities by liking the 

WWE Facebook page or following it on Twitter.  WWE has even branched out to 

consumers through social media networks such as Pinterest to promote 

merchandise for sale. 

 While WWE currently uses social media as means in which to cross 

promote stories and merchandise, it also employs it as a means in which to get 

instant consumer feedback.  “Because of the instant feedback loop that Twitter 

provides, the WWE content creation team uses it as a consumer research 

tool…and the team keeps an eye on what users are saying and uses those 

insights moving forward” (Swallow, 2011, Getting Instant section, para. 1).  This 

strategy seems to be working so far, as their followers continue to reply to calls 

for feedback on the various social media networks. 

 

Key Takeaways 

Organizations in sport can learn several significant lessons from the 

branding and rebranding efforts of WWE.  First, be fluid.   After being in the 

business for over 50 years, WWE has exemplified that you can not maintain the 
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same strategies and expect to remain in business.  Take the challenges within 

your business situations, learn from them and exact change where needed. 

Second, know your niche.  McMahon and WWE recognized that they were 

not a typical sport, and they played upon that.   Basil Devito, former WWE Vice 

President, stated that the WWE “was the first to call themselves sport 

entertainment, [and] it was an excellent categorization of a product that sat 

between two very different industries” (as cited in Gillentine, 2002, p.201).   

Third, know your consumers.  This is one aspect that the WWE does 

better than most organizations in that they do not rely on marketing reports to 

know what their consumers like/dislike before the organization responds. 

One of the things that the WWE does really well is have a very close 

understanding of the public and what the public, the viewers and the fans, 

want.  The best research the WWE has is the feedback it gets from the 

audience, both the live or on television…they know that night.  If people 

are booing a star that used to be cheered, they know.  You can pretty 

much go to the bank on their opinion being solid, honest and direct.  

Ultimately, the goal of the company is to deliver a product that is fan 

based and fan oriented (Devito, as cited in Gillentine, 2002, p. 201). 

 

Finally, go to where your consumers are.  The use of transmedia 

storytelling by the WWE has been paramount in the organization’s success.  

“WWE is very good at dragging out rivalries and storylines over the course of a 
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few months and multiple events through multiple platforms…this, in turn, keeps 

the fans very engaged in the product” (25 Lessons, 2011, p.18). 

While the WWE organization has experienced several business situations, 

from lawsuits to wrestler drug use and deaths to organizational restructuring, by 

remaining fluid, knowing its business niche and consumer base, as well as going 

to where their customers are nesting, they have remained the pinnacle for 

professional wrestling for over five decades.  Many organizations could not only 

learn from their mistakes, but also from their branding/rebranding strategies. 
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